Suite M21

Left to Right: Hansun Hsiung, Michael Swita, Tyler Patla, Matthew Skrzynski, Daniel Wunderlich, Mark Saigh (Top)

⇒ Doug, our honorary roommate. (he just can't sleep here)

Doug Swora
"I worked on da Hubble Space Telescope!!"

"Did you see da thirteenth episode on Fox? Five Lucky Night!!"

"Did you bring your Lenny Kravitz album?"

"I'm feeling like a sexy, sexy, sexy hero!"

"I'm feeling like a sexy, sexy..."

"I'm not going to watch the Simpsons!"

"I'm hungry! I think I'm going to..."

"My @$$ is bleeding!"

"I'm turning around..."

"There are two kinds of people:...

"Hey, you look famished!"

"My $hit is too big!"

"...I'll be back..."

"Tuesdays coming..."

"This is..."

"Celestial booty..."

"Concrete cutie..."

"In the spirit of it..."

"Keep up the good work!"

"I'm the only one going to survive."

"I'm going to lose something somewhere, something..."

"I'm gonna be gone for one day..."